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MODELS OF FAÇADE CLADDING TECHNOLOGY  
USING STONE FACED COMPOSITE PANELS 
 
Summary: In Serbia, an intensive import of natural stone, along with a reduced 
utilization and export of local rock material in the form of dimension stone is perceived. 
A relatively small number of quarries is engaged in an organized exploitation of 
dimension stone, despite the country’s abundance of these resources. Natural tectonic 
fractures of the rock mass is observed, as well as the inadequate exploitation using 
explosives  which  additionally  contributes  to  the  overall  rock  damage.  The  research  is  
concerned with the use of local dimension stone resources for the purpose of façade 
cladding. The study presents a technical and technological proposition of the local stone 
façade application by forming models of composite façade panels with a face of a stone 
mosaic and a lightweight aggregate fiber-reinforced cement composite base. Using 
experimental methods under laboratory conditions, the properties of the base materials  
and the façade cladding panels were determined. They confirmed the suitability of the 
local stone application for the purpose of creating composite panels which could be 
applied within a ventilated façade system. The research contributes to widening the 
scope of knowledge and also advance the field of building cladding technology using 
stone. It also contributes to widening the scope of knowledge within the field of local 
rock material application for the purpose of building cladding. It further contributes to 
the consideration of a technological process of creating a composite cladding panel by 
means  of  a  pilot  element  production.  The  results  of  the  research  have  a  practical  
application within the local stone industry and in the overall building industry. 
Keywords: stone, Serbia, façade cladding, ventilated façade system, composite panel, 
fiber-reinforced cement composite, lightweight aggregate cement composite 
 
Scientific field: Architecture and urbanism 
Area of expertise: Building construction, materials and building physics 
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 %) 
 - - - - <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 
 
#            ,  















 – , , , , ,              
  , . 
 – , , , , , 
. 
 – , , , . 
,  – , , , 
. 
 – , , ,  
. 
. 
 30 m . 
 10  30 m . 




III.2.1.3   
, ,  
 15 km ,  
.  4000 m².  
,   
.  1960.  
. 
 
 (Matovi , 
2009).  50 cm,  1-2 m.  
 (12-35º)  









 ( , ).  





     
 9  : 
)  ( ) (Matovi  i Vojnovi ali , 2015), 
)  ( ) ( ) 
 
 
 (CaCO3)  (98,76%) (Matovi , 2009). 
 (  8),  
 ( ),  (  
)  ( ),  
,  
 (  1). 
 










 8  


























































-  122 - - - - - - - - - - 
-  112 - - - - - - - - - - 
 
) 
13,36 12 8 6 # 18 12 8 18 12 8 
 
(cm³/50cm²) 
16,50 14 25 35 # 12 14 18 # # # 
 (kg/ m³): 























-  2700 # # # # # # # # # # 
 (%) 0,92 # # # # 5 7 # 5 # # 
 (%) 0,19 1 3 # # 1 2 3 1 2 # 
  
 %) 
 - - - - <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 
 
#            ,  















 – , , , , ,              
  , . 
 – , , , , , 
. 
 – , , , . 
,  – , , , 
. 
 – , , ,  
. 
. 
 30 m . 
 10  30 m . 








 30 km . ,  
, .  
0,32  km².  ,   
,  -  
.  
 -  
. 
, , ,  
,  
, . ,  
 
, ,  
 (Gaji  i dr., 2011).  
  
 
 5-15  m.   –  






                                               
34  




35.  ,   (  10),  
  
(Matovi ,  2009).  
 
  
     
 10  : 
) )  (Brzak), 
)  (Matovi  i Vojnovi ali , 2015) 
 
, ,  
 (CaCO3)  
 87,39% (Matovi , 2009).  
 9),   (  
),  ( ),  (  
),  
,  (  1).  
                                               
35 ,   (GeolISS). 
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 9   


























































-  120 - - - - - - - - - - 
-  129 - - - - - - - - - - 
 
(cm³/50cm²) 
19,36 14 25 35 # 12 14 18 # # # 
 (kg/ m³): 























-  2700 # # # # # # # # # # 
 (%) 2,0 # # # # 5 7 # 5 # # 
 (%) 0,4 1 3 # # 1 2 3 1 2 # 
 
 %) 
 - - - - <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 
 
#            ,  















 – , , , , ,              
  , . 
 – , , , , , 
. 
 – , , , . 
,  – , , , 
. 
 – , , ,  
. 
. 
 30 m . 
 10  30 m . 
















, ,  
.  




 (Gaji  i dr., 2011; Matovi , 2009). 
III.2.2  
 
, ,  
.  ,   
, .  
,  
. ,  
 ( . )  








 - .  (5-10 mm) 
.  
,  
 (Bilbija i Matovi , 2009; Hunt, 2005).  
,  
 (Kureševi , 2013). , 
 
 (  
) (Kureševi , 2013). a a  
 
 (Kureševi , 2013).  
.   
, , 36 
, , 




 60 km ,  
.  40 km².  
                                               
36  (FeS2) . ,  
 (H2SO4) . 
 
 (Mari , 1951; Bilbija i Matovi , 2009).   
 
37  




 –  
 – .  
 (Kureševi , 
2013).  
, . ,  
 (Kureševi , 2013).  
 
 
 , .  2-3 m, 
 5-50 cm. ,  
 
 5 m  1,5 m (Kureševi , 2013).  
38  5 cm  10 m 
(Kureševi , 2013). , 39 (  
 –  1),  
40.  
,   ( )   
.  
 - 41,  
 (  11) (Kureševi , 2013). 
                                               
38  ( ) ,  
. ,  
. , ,  








, .  
 ( or evi  i dr., 1991). 
 
41  




, ,  
 70%  SiO2 (  
 Filipovi  i dr., 1978 i Draževi , 1999, citirano u 
Kureševi , 2013).  
 
 10).  ( ), 
 ( ),  (  
),  
),  (  1).  
 
 
 11   ( ) 
 
 




































































-  146 - - - - - - - - - - 
-  141 - - - - - - - - - - 
 
) 
14,41 12 8 6 # 18 12 8 18 12 8 
 
(cm³/50cm²) 
15,71 14 25 35 # 12 14 18 # # # 
 (kg/ m³): 























-  2660 # # # # # # # # # # 
 (%) 1,87 # # # # 5 7 # 5 # # 
 (%) 0,43 1 3 # # 1 2 3 1 2 # 
  - - - - + + + + + + 
 
Na2SO4 -  %) 
 - - - - <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 
 (mm/m)** 0,559 - - - - + + + + + + 
 
#            ,  
-              















 – , , , , ,              
  , . 
 – , , , , , 
. 
 – , , , . 
,  – , , , 
. 
 – , , ,  
. 
. 
 30 m . 
 10  30 m . 
 10 m . 
 
*  :  1997.-
2008. , .  2010. . 





,  - , 
,  ,  
. ,  
 
. ,  
 ( ,  
).  
.  
  .  
 
 11  



























  +    +    +      +     +    +    
  +    +    +      +     +    +    
  +    +    +      +      +    
 
  +    +    +      +      +    
   +    +    +   +     + + 
 















 – , , , , ,              
  , . 
 – , , , , , 
. 
 – , , , . 
,  – , , , 
. 
 – , , ,  
. 
. 
 30 m . 
 10  30 m . 






, ,  
. ,  
 11   







, .  
 
.  




,  (Bilbija i 
Matovi , 2009). , e  
.  
,  





 (  12). ,  
42 (Bilbija i Matovi  2009).  
 
        
 12    : ) ; ) ,  





 (  13). .  
 -  
,  (Bilbija i Matovi , 
2009). . 
 
     
 13    : ) , )  (Granit Peš ar) 
                                               
42 K -  :“ “.  
, .  
,  
















   14 ). 
. .  
,    14 ),  
,  
 (Bilbija i Matovi , 2009). 
 
a     
 14  :  
)  (Stone Contact), )  (Piero Zanella srl) 
 
.  
 ( . 50 x 50cm)  5-
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 (  15).  
.  
 (Bilbija i Matovi , 2009). 
 
 







 (Crnkovi  i Šari , 2012). 
 
 
, . ,  
, , 
,  
 (Schouenborg et al., 2007). 
,  
. 1960.-  
 3cm,  
 
. ,  
.  
43  




, ,  
. 
 
                                               
43  
 






. O aj .  
, .  
















. ,  










. , ,  
. , 




, .  
 
. 
III.3.2.1   
,  
. ,  
.  Carrara ,  
45.  
 (thermal hysteresis) (Loughran, 2006). 
 ( )  „  
“,  „  
“ ( , 1978). 
                                               
44 ,  
. .  (Kim & Rigdon, 1998b). 
 
45  Carrara ,  




 (  
) .  
 
, . ,  
,  
. , ,  
 – 46.   
.  
,  
( ugaring effect) (Loughran, 2006).  
 30-40  
 (Amoco Building- Chicago, Richmond City Hall- Virginia, Houston Concert 
Hall- Florida, SCOR Tower- Paris, IBM Tower-Brussels, Finlandia Hall- Helsinki). 
 
 (Grelk et al., 2007). 
.  
,  
. , . 
,  
,  (Loughran, 2006).  
 (Grelk et al., 2007).  
, , 
,  (Schouenborg et al., 2007).  
 
, , ,  
47 (Schouenborg et al., 2007). 
                                               
46 .  
 
.  (Grelk et al., 2007). 
 
47 ,   
. ,  






 (Grelk et al., 2007).  
48.  
 Finlandia Hall  (Alvar Aalto)  
 (  
16).  Carrara ,  30 mm  140 cm,  
, .  
,  
.  
, .  
, 
.  50 mm, 
 50%. . 
,  
Carrara ,  
.  
.  20%, 
.  
, ,  20-30%.  
 Carrara  –  ,  
 ( )  - 49.  
 (Grelk et al., 2007; Loughran, 2006). 
                                               
48 ,  
.  
. ,  
.  
, 
 (Grelk et al., 2007) . 
 
49  
. ,  
. ,  
, .  
 in situ  




     
 16  Finlandia Hall: )  Carrara 
, )  Carrara  




  50.  
,  
. ,  
.  
, .  
,  
 (Grelk et al., 2007; Schouenborg et al., 2007; Siegesmund et al., 2008; 
Winkler, 1996). 
                                                                                                                                          
, .  
(Schouenborg et al., 2007). 
 
50 ,  
.  
 (Grelk  et  al,.  2007).    
, , 
 (Winkler, 1996).   
 
 86 





 (Loughran, 2006).  
III.3.2.2  
 
, . ,  
 
 (  17).  
,  ( )  
. 
 
. The Indiana Limestone Institute  
 5 cm (2 ).  
,  3  4 cm.  
 
. ,  








     
 17 ) One South La Salle Street,   
(Loughran, 2006), ) ,  57,   ( ) 
III.3.2.3  
,  
.  ( )  
 (  18).  
 (new building bloom). , 
,  
. , ,  
. .  
,   
,  





, .  




 (Loughran, 2006). 
.  
, .  
 
, .  
. 
,  
. ,  
 ( ).  
. ,  
.  
, .  
, , 
, .  
 (Loughran, 2006). 
 
   
 18  : National Museum of the American Indian, 














,   
. . 
 
, .  
 ( , ,  
.) .  
, . 
.  


















. , , ,  
,  
, , , ,  
. 
































 19  
 StonePly (StonePly) 
 
 StonePly  60   
.  
,  
. ,  
 220.000 kg/m²,  
 19).  18 kg/m²,  14-24 mm,  
 
 92 
 1524  2845 mm. ,  
 (StonePly). 
,  StonePly  
.  Z . 
 Z- ,  
 Z-  




 (  20 ).  StonePly  
 1 cm. ,  
 (  21) (StonePly).  
 
   
 20  StonePly : 
) Z ,  )  (StonePly) 
 
.  





             
 21   StonePly : )  -  




 Wenzou Microthin Ston .  
3-5 mm (6-7 mm )  
 16 mm  
.  600 x 1200 mm. 
, ,  2400 mm 
(Mobicomm d.o.o.; Wenzou Microthin Stone Co. Ltd.). 
 
 
 22   
(Wenzou Microthin Stone Co. Ltd.) 
 
 
 (  22).  
 
 94 
 1 mm  20 mm    
.  800-3000 m. 
 800 mm,  1500 mm (Mobicomm 
d.o.o.).  




 (  23).  
 
 
 23  Airtec Stone 
lsecco UK Ltd.) 
 
 Airtec Stone lsecco  
.  5-10 mm  
 (lightweight aerated clay concrete 
base)  19 mm.  60%  
lsecco UK Ltd.).  4,7 m²,  3,75 x 1,25 
m   .  37-42 kg/m²,  




 (  
24 ).  
 
 
 24 lsecco )  
 Airtec Stone, )  Alprotect Stone XL 
lsecco UK Ltd.) 
  
 Alprotect Stone XL lsecco    
 
.  33-45 kg/m²,  25-29 mm,  
 0,72 m².  
















 25  
-Rising International Limited) 
 
-RISING International Limited  
 3 mm  
 9 mm (  25).  








.  12 mm,  
 0,8  0,8 m.  







. .  




     
 26  Dura-Lite Translucent Glass-
Backed Natural Stone Panels: ) , 
)   (GPI Design/ GPI International) 
 
 Dura-Lite . 
 50  mm,   12  mm (  






.   
 2,7 kg/m²  1 mm .  
 
.  
, ,  
 (GPI Design/ GPI International).  
 TerraCore e e  
 
 6 mm (  27 ).  
.  
 12 mm  18 
mm.  44 kg/m²  1,2  1,2 m (TerraCore 
Panels).  
 
     
 27 : )  
TerraCore (TerraCore Panels), )   












, .  
       
 28 : 
) , )  (CupaStone) 
 
 CupaStone  
 61 x 15,2 cm  60 x 20 cm,  30 x 30 cm,  
 (  28).  20-60 mm,  45-96 









 29   
(Marble Mosaics, ,  13, 2014) 
 
 Marble Mosaics , 
,  30 mm  50 mm  
 29). .  
 














 (  130 kg/m²).  




,  (  30).  
 
 30    





,  (Building 







 (Scheffler & Kneezel, 2007).  



















                                               
51  4,8-6,4 mm   
 19,1 mm.  
 – .  
 (accelerated weathering), 
 100  -23,3º  76.7 º  
,  




,  (Scheffler & 





StonePly ,  
.  
,  
. ,  
, . 




. ,  
.  















. ,  1 m³  






.   
.  







. , ,  
. ,  




 StonePly, . 
, ,  
.  
 (eco friendly)  
(StonePly). 
III.4.3.6 LEED  
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Green Building Rating 
System,  U.S. Green Building Council,  




 LEED ,  
,  
52.   
 
 






, .  
                                               
52 StonePly : ,  












, .  




5 mm  40 mm.  
 Carrara  
 (Carrara),  
 3 m.  
 
 (Loughran, 2006). 
 
 











, .  




        
 
 31  : ) ,  
)  (StonePly) 
 
 Stone Ply  
 15 m/s, , ,  
 4 cm.  




 (  31) (StonePly).  
III.4.4.2.2  
,   
.  
. ,  
 









. ,  








. ,  
 
 109 
. ,  
 
. 
Stone Ply  16 kg/m² 
.  
 240.000 kg/m².  






 - ,  
, .  
 –  4-8 cm 
,  





 Stone Ply  
, ,  















 „ , 
,  
,  
, .  
,  




 ( ),  ( -
)  (  4 mm).  
 (  3 cm 
).  (  4 mm),  














III.5.1    
 (fiber-reinforced concrete – FRC)  
 
.  
)  0/4 mm,  16 mm  (Jevti  i 
Zaki , 2006). 
,  
.  




,  ( )  
 (Bentur & Mindess, 2007; Hannant, 1978; Mindess, 2008).   
 – , , ,  
 – , , .  
3  mm   64  mm,  m   1  mm.   
 – , , .  
:  0,3 mm  
 0,3 mm (Banthia, Bindiganavile, Jones & 
Novak, 2012). ,  
 (1D),  (2D)  
 (3D).  
,  
 (Bentur & Mindess, 2007).   
,  
 




 ( )  (  
).  
 (Bentur & Mindess, 2007).  
 (high-modulus fibres)  (low-modulus 
fibres),  
 (10-30 GPa) (Hannant, 1978). 
 
,  (Hannant, 1978), , 
 
,  
 (Bentur & Mindess, 2007).  
,  
. ,  





 0,3%, ,  
 (Banthia et al., 2012).  
 
,  
 (balling )  
.  –  1% 
, ,  
 (Jevti  i Zaki , 2006).  
 
. ,  
, . 
,  


















, ,  
,  ( )   (Jevti  i 
Zaki , 2006).  
,  0,1% 
,  
 
 (Jevti  i Zaki , 2006).  
 
 (0,1-0,5% )  
 
(Zaki , 2010).  
 
 (~0,1% )  
 
.  90 ,  6  12 mm  
 0,6-0,9 kg/m3  8%,  
 
 115 
 30%  (Jevti  i Zaki , 
2002).  
 0,9 kg/m3  






 ( ).  
 
 
 6  12 mm  0,6-0,9 kg/m3  
 6,72-16,74 %  
 90  (  32) (Muravljov i dr., 2002).  
 
 
  :  I:  
          II-V:  0,6-0,9 kg/m3 
 
 32  





 (  0,9 kg/m3)  
.  6 
mm  11,8-14,7%,  12 mm 
 72,6-85,5%.  
.  
 1,09-2,04  (Zaki , 
2001a).  pull-off  
 100%  
 0,9 kg/m3  
.  0,312-0,753  
(Jevti , 2013).  
III.5.2  
 SRPS N 206-1 (2011)  (normal-weight 
concrete)  > 2000 kg/m3    2600 kg/m3.  
 (light-weight concrete)   
 
 
 800 kg/m3  2000 kg/m3.  
, -
. 
SRPS N 206-1 (2011)  (normal-weight 
aggregate)  > 2000 kg/m3  <  
3000 kg/m3,  (light-weight aggregate)  
 2000 kg/m3  
 1200 kg/m3. 
 







 ( ),  
 ( )  (Chandra & Berntsson, 
2002). 
, 
 20-25% .  





. ,  
.   
,   
 33) (Mor vi  et al., 2010). 
 
 33  (NWC)  






  . 









,   
.  
 10-30%,  40% .  
 30-50%.  
, ,  
 (Stojiljkovi  i Denisenko, 1999). 
,  
.  
 ,  ,   
.  –
,  
. ,  
,  
 - ,  





.  (Stojiljkovi  i Denisenko, 1999).  
 
,  
500-1500 kg/m3 (Stojiljkovi  i Denisenko, 1999).  
,  
 (500-900 kg/m3),  (900-1400 
kg/m3)  (1400-1800 kg/m3) (Muravljov i Jevti , 2003). 
 
,  
(Chandra & Berntsson, 2002). ,  
,  
,  ,   
. ,  




. , ,  
,  (Stojiljkovi  i 
Denisenko, 1999).  
   
,  (126 
kg/m3), . 
 (155-214 kg/m3),  
 -  50%  90%, 
 54%.  






22-28%  373-655 kg/m3.   
 7  28  
-  10%   38%,   6%   23%   (Mor vi  et  al.,  
2010). 
, 
 (0/2  mm)   415-
754 kg/m3,  12,5-45%  
 (153-550 kg/m3)  
 35% (  34) (Ke t al., 2009). 
 
 
 34   
 ( )   




 67%  
 90%  50%  -  49%. ,  
 
 121 




 50%  40% 
,  55%  90% 





 5-24 GPa (Stojiljkovi  i 
Denisenko, 1999).    
 (Bastos et al., 2005),  
 (Ke et al., 2009).  
 
 15 GPa -









. ,  
,  





,  (Stojiljkovi  i Denisenko, 1999).  
 
, 
.  30  
 0,25-0,425 m3/m3  50-80% ,  
 132-166%. , 
, .  7-30 
, ,  
.  
,  
   (Bogas et al., 2014).  
 
 (  35) (Bastos et al., 2005). 
 
 
: D1-b:  90%, 
       D4-b:  65%, 
      D7-b:  50% 
 
 35  




, ,  
, .  
 




 (Newman, 1993). 




(Berge,  2009).  
.  ( )  
.  
,  
 ( ), 
.  
,   60-80% ,  
 
.  
 (Cachim, 2009). 
, ,  
, ,  
 (Corinaldesi, Giuggiolini & 
Moriconi, 2002). :  
, ,  
,  (Muravljov i 
 
 124 
Jevti , 2003).  




, .  
,  
,  
 5%.  
 15% (Hansen, 1992).  
,    
,  
 (Jankovi , 2001). 
 
 1780 kg/m3  2100 kg/m3,  
 (Pakvor i dr., 1999; 
Debieb & Kenai 2008). 
,  
.  
 20%  
 4,75 mm)  (Bektas et al., 
2009).  15%  
,  30%  20%,  
 (Cachim, 2009).  
 (  15 
mm)   28   35%,  30%   40%,  ,  ,  
,  





 28 .  90  
 30%  40% (Hansen, 1992). 
 
.  
 - , ,  
,  33%, 36%  46%,  (Debieb & Kenai, 2008). 
 
 
 36  
 (Debieb & Kenai, 2008) 
 
 
 (Poon & Chan, 2006).  
, ,  
 15%  30% (Pakvor i dr., 1999; Jevti  i dr., 2006).  
,  
24 h  2% (Hansen, 1992).  
 100%  (  <16 
mm)  ~20%,  
25%   ~9%   
(Jankovi  i dr., 2010).  
 
 126 
 ( ), 
.  
 25-100%  
,  
 (Jankovi  i dr., 2010).  25  
,   
   (Hansen, 1992). 
 
 32 ,  15 G ,  
 (30-35 G )  
.  
 (Pakvor i dr., 1999).  




.  30%, 40%  50%  
, , 




 20-60%  
 (  37) (Hansen, 1992).  
,  
 (Pakvor i dr., 
1999).  










. ,  
 (Hansen, 1992).  
 
 
:    -   (%) /  (%)  
 37  





. ,  
, ,  





 (~0,1% )  
.  
 0,5%  1%,  25%.  
 0,1%  5%,  1%  
 50% (Corinaldesi et al., 2002; Radoi , 1997; Vytla ilová, 2011). , 
 
 0/8 mm)  5-16%  4-25%  
,  
(0/4 mm) .  
 
1%  17% (Jevti  i dr., 2002; Jevti  i 
Zaki , 2006).  
 
   (Harak, 2001).  
 15 mm  
 1%  (  5-25 mm), 
 
 (  1,0 %  2,0 % ). 





:  – ,  





, , ,  
.  
,  








 30%.  
. , 
.   
, ,  




.  7 
,  (Jankovi , 2001). 
 
 
 28  .  ,   
,  
,  
 6 . 
 
 
.  50%,  





,   (0.01-0.1 µm) 
.   
 






 (0.001–10 GPa  10–30 GPa,  )  
 
. (Rixom & Mailvaganam, 1999).  














.  6  35%.  
 









































 ,  ( ) 
 
;  
  –   
 D = 4 mm,   (  
 25 mm): 
   
 ;  
 :  
  
 ; 












, 60 x 60 cm (0,36 m²)53; 
 abaš; 
  
:  3 mm  (  11 mm )  
 11 mm,  25 
mm; 
 ,  




  (  
 – , ); 
  





  .  
                                               
53  
, .  
: ,  
, ,  
.  
, . 
 )  100 mm.  
 
,    
 (  = n x M). DIN 18000 Modular coordination in building (1984)  3 , 
, 12  (citirano u Herzog et al., 2004).  
 - ,   











(SRPS),  (EN)  (ASTM) .  
,  
 ( )  
.  
. 
IV.2.1   
 
,  
, .  
,  
.  




  – ;  
 1 –  




 2 –  
 (~0,1%  
), ; 
 1 –  
,  
 (~0,1% ), 
; 
 2 –  
, -
 (~0,1% ),  
; 
 3 –  
 
(~0,1% ), ; 
 4 –  
 
(~0,1% ), . 
, 1 2 ,  
1 4, .  
, 
 0/4 mm  mc : ma : mv = 1 : 3 : 0,5 (SRPS 
EN 196-1, 2008). 1 2  
, .  
, 1 2,  
 2/4 mm,  
. 3 4  - 
 1/4 mm  0/2 mm.  
 
. ,  




 ( )  




, 1 2 . , 
 
 
, 1 3 1 (  




1 2, 1 2, 3 4). 
 
: 
   
(SRPS EN 1015-3, 2008); 
   
(SRPS EN 1015-6, 2008). 
 
,  




  7  28  (SRPS EN 1015-11, 2008); 
  7  28  (SRPS EN 1015-11, 2008); 
   (SRPS B.B8.010, 1980); 
 
 138 
  (SRPS U.M8.002, 1997); 
  (SRPS.U.M1.042, 1998);                                                                                                                                      
  (SRPS.U.M1.026, 1992); 
  4, 7,14, 21, 28, 90, 180, 270  360  (SRPS 
B.C8.029, 1979). 
 7 ,  
 4 ,  
 ( 2).  
 
. :   
 ,  
: 
  (SRPS EN 
1015-12, 2008);                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  –  




:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
    
 [ ]); 
  ( ); 
 ; 







, ,  
.  
.   
  (  38,  3).  
 
 
a   
 38 : )  






,  PC 
20M (S-L) 42.5R (CEM II/A-M(S-L)42.5R)  Lafarge .  
,  
.  
 ( ).  
:  80-94%,  6-20%, 
 0-5%. :  
, ,  
 (Lafarge).  
 




 (  
, 1987,  12)  
IV.2.2.4  
 
. , :  
.  
 
105±5 ºC  SRPS EN 1015-1 (2008). 
 SRPS ISO 
 
 141 
6782 (1999),  
 – .  
IV.2.2.4.1  
,  
 ( ).  
 0/4 mm (  8 mm) 
 0/2 mm (  39).  12  
.  
 
     
 39 : 
)  0/2 mm, )  0/4 mm  
 
 12  
  0/2  0/4 
  
 (kg/m³) 1549 1603 
 








 (  40).  
 2/4 mm.  13. 
 
 
 40 : 
 2/4 mm  
 
 13  
  2/4 
 (kg/m³) 820 
30 min 18,4 
60 min 19,0  (% ) 24 h  21,3 
 
 2540 kg/m³ (Pakvor i dr., 
1999),  







 HD 1-4 RK (  1/4 mm)  
NW 0-2 KK (  0/2 mm)   (Fehring) 
 Liapor (  41).  
 14. 
 
   
 41 : 
)  0/2 mm, )  1/4 mm  
 
 14  
 NW 0-2 KK HD 1-4 RK 
   
 
(kg/m³) 746 726 
30 min 9,0 
60 min 10,5   (% ) 24 h  




 (  IV.2.3)  
 60% NW  0-2  KK   40% HD  1-4  RK  793 
kg/m³.  NW  0-2  KK   1350-1550 





 (  42)  6 mm: 
 Sika Fibers  Sika  
 Kuralon RMS702  Kuraray,  
 15.  
 –  
 (low-mudulus fibres), -
 –  
 (high-mudulus fibres),  
  (10–30 GPa). 
  
    
 42 :  
)  ( ), )  ( ),  
)  (Kuraray) 
 
,  Sika Fibers  
,  
.  
.   6 mm  240 /kg (Sika).  
 
.  Kuralon RMS702  
, , , 
 
 145 
,  ( )  
 (Kuraray). 
 
 15  





   
   ) 
   
 d (mm) 0,040 0,026 
 l (mm) 6 6 
 l/d 150 230 
s (g/cm³) 0,91 1,30 
 fz  (MPa) 360 1600 
 E (GPa) 2,5 37,0 
 (%) 22 6 
 (kg/m³) > 0,6 1,3-19,5  < 2%) 
   
 (ºC) 160 >200 
a  -    
 
,  
 2% .  
,  
.  0,6 
kg/m³  50%. 
,  
.  









 ( )  
, , ,  
. , 
 ( )   
  . 
 
 16  Sika Latex 
  Sika (Sika) 
 Sika Latex 
  
  
 (kg/l) 1,05 
 
   Sika Latex 
  Sika,  (  16).  
 (Sika): 
 ;  
 ,  
; 
 , ; 






.  ( ) 
, 
.  
, ,  
,  
:  ( ) , 
,  
. 




 0,2-5% ,  
 10-15%. 
 
,  30%, . 
 
 (Jevti , 
1996; Muravljov, 2010). 
,  
 
 Sika Viscocrete Techno 20  Sika.  
 (Sika): 




 , ,  
;  
  ( ); 
 ;  
 , ; 
 , . 
 
 17  Sika Viscocrete Techno 20 
 Sika (Sika) 








 (kg/l) 1,05 (  +20º C) 
pH  3,2-5,2 (  +20º C) 
 0,3-2,0 %  
 
 
,  (Sika).  
 17. 
IV.2.3   
.  
,  





 ,   140  mm  
(SRPS EN 1015-6, 2008)  
(SRPS EN 1015-3, 2008);  
 ,                 
mc : ma : mv = 1 : 3 : 0,5  (SRPS EN 196-1, 2008); 
  






,  mc :  ma :  mv = 1 : 3 : 0,5.  
,  mc = 450 g,  
 0/4 mm  mp =1350 g,  mv = 225 g (SRPS 
EN 196-1, 2008).  
 18. 
 










 450 1350 225 
 
 150 
 E1  E2 
 E1  E2,   mc = 
450 g  0/4 mm mp = 1350 g,  
.  E1  E2  
,  
 20%.  
: 
mv = 0,8 · 225 g = 180 g 
 - 0,8%  
 ( ).  
: 
msp = 0,008 · mc = 0,008 · 450 g = 3,6 g 
 
 5%. ,  5% . 
: 
ml = 0,05 · mv  = 0,05 · 180 g = 9,0 g 
 (~1%  
).  E1     mvl = 
0,9 g,  E2   mvl = 
1,5 g.  
 E1  E2  
,  
,  


























E1 450 1350 0,9 3,6 9 180 
E2 450 1350 1,5 3,6 9 180 
 M1  M2 
 M1  M2,  mc = 
450 g,  (0,8% ) 
msp = 3,6 g.  2/4 mm 1  E2  
, :  
 0/2 mm mp (0/2) = 810 g,  2/4 mm 
mo(2/4) = 270 g.  
 
 
1  E2   180g  193 g 1  203 g 2.  
,  
 5%  (180 
g)   ml = 9,0 g.  
(~1% ). 1  
 mvl =  0,9  g,  2 -
 mvl =  1,5  g.   
1  M2  20. 
 































1 450 810 270 0,9 3,6 9 193 
2 450 810 270 1,5 3,6 9 203 
 
 152 
 M3  M4 
 M3  M4,  mc = 
450 g  (0,8% ) msp = 3,6 g. 
1  E2 
,  
 60 : 40 (%) -  
 0/2 mm m g (0/2) = 405  g,  2/4 
mm  meg  (2/4)   = 270 g.  
 
 
1  E2  180 kg/m³  235 g  M3  245 g  M4. 
,  
 5%  
 (180 kg/m³)  ml = 9,0 g.  
 (~1% ). 3 
 mvl = 0,9 g,  
4    mvl = 1,5 g. 
3  M4  
21. 
 
































3 450 405 270 0,9 3,6 9 235 
4 450 405 270 1,5 3,6 9 245 
 
 
 (  22). 
 




, ,  
 (  23). 
 
 22   
 
 (g) E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 
 0/4 mm 1350 1350 1350 / / / / 
 0/2 mm / / / 810 810 / / 
 2/4 mm / / / 270 270 / / 
 0/2 mm / / / / / 405 405 
 1/4 mm / / / / / 270 270 
 / 0,9 / 0,9 / 0,9 / 
 / / 1,5 / 1,5 / 1,5 
 / 3,6 3,6 3,6 3,6 3,6 3,6 
 / 9 9 9 9 9 9 
 225 180 180 193 203 235 245 
 
 23 ,  
   
  E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
   
mv/mc 
0,5 0,4 0,4 0,43 0,45 0,52 0,54 
  
mf /mc 
0,5 0,43 0,43 0,46 0,48 0,55 0,57 
  
ma /mc 
3 3 3 2,4 2,4 1,5 1,5 
 







 – : 
D
dY 100  




dY 50  
:  
d –  –  (mm), 
D –  (mm). 
 
, ,  
,  
 ( . ) (Osnovi teorije i tehnologije 
betona, prezentacija sa predavanja, Gra evinski fakultet u Beogradu, 2013).   
 
 













 (  IV.2.4.1.3),  
,  
 1 m³  (  24): 
 
m,sv = mc + mp + mv + msp+ ml 
 
: 
mc –  (kg), 
mp –   (kg), 
mv –   (kg), 
msp –   (kg), 
ml –   (kg). 
  
 24  1 m³  
 (kg / m³) E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 489 481 502 555 544 534 545 
 0/4 mm 1467 1444 1507 / / / / 
 0/2 mm / / / 996 979 / / 
 2/4 mm / / / 332 326 / / 
 0/2 mm / / / / / 480 490 
 1/4 mm  / / / / / 320 327 
 / 1,0 / 1,1 / 1,1 / 
 / / 1,7 / 1,8 / 1,8 
 / 3,8 4,0 4,4 4,3 4,3 4,4 
 / 9,6 10,0 11,1 10,9 10,7 10,9 







, x  
.  
 
 ( )   .  
 
 
, .  
 
 ( ) .  
 














fzs  –  (%), 
fzs  –   (MPa), 















 RILEM-CEM  46 ).  




1 2  
: 
  
 30 ; 
 ,  30 ; 
  30 ; 
  30 ; 
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  30  
; 
  90  
. 
 
         
 46 : )  
,  )   
 
1 4  
: 
  2/3  
 30 ; 
 ,  30 ; 
   30  1/3 ; 
  30 ; 
  30 ; 
  30  
; 





 2/3 ,   
,  ).   
 
 (Jankovi , 2001;  
 
, 1990,  26). ,  
.  
 (  
)  
,  
 (Radonjanin i dr., 1999).  
 4 min  30 s,  5 min,  
.  
 
 5-10 mm. ,  
 ( )  ,   
 (SRPS EN 1015-11, 2008).  
 60  ,   
 0,75 mm,  (  46 ). 
,  
, ,  
 (Muravljov, 2010). 
,  




 (  





),  ( ) (  47).  
 
 7  
 (   20±2° ,  95%)  
,  28  
  20±2° ,  65%) (Radonjanin i dr., 1999). 
,  24 h  
. 
 
     
 47 :  




,  84  4 x 4 x 16 m. 
IV.2.4.1.2  
 ( )  
,  
, .   
 






. ,  




(Muravljov, 2010).  
, 




 SRPS EN 1015-3 (2008).  
,  140 
mm (SRPS EN 1015-6, 2008)  
.  
 
 100  mm,   15   
 48  49). , ,  
,  
,  15  
. 
,  
 ( ). , 
 110-






  (  E1  E2)  
 
 20 % ( );  
  2/4 mm ,  
, ,  
 ( 1 2)  E1  E2,  
; 
  
,  0/2 
mm  18%  0,063 mm (  
3 4);  
  (  
) ;  
, 
 
 ( 2 4). 
     
 48 :  




     
 49 :  
) , ) 2  
 
 25   
(Jevti  i Vojnovi ali , 2014) 
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 (mm) 120 130 110 110 110 120 120 
 
, , 
 - , , 
: , . 
 ( )  
.  




(Muravljov, 2007, 2010). 
,  





 (Muravljov, 2007).  
.   
,  
,  
, , ,  
 (Muravljov, 2010). 
 




 ( ) . 
-
 (Muravljov, 2010).  




,  ( )  
.  
,   
. , , 
.  
, 
 0.25 mm (Muravljov, 2010). 
,  
.  
 – ,  
,  





 (Zaki , 2010). 
 





















 m,sv    –  (kg/m³), 
m m,sv  –  (kg), 
V m,sv   –  (m³),  768·10-6 m³. 
 (  
50).  7  
 26.  





 50  
 
 26  
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
  
  m,sv (kg/m³) 




 – 3 4,  
 23,9%  -  26,0  %  ,   





















E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 











 4 x 4 x 16 cm:  
 , 
  7  28  ,  
  7  28 , 
 , 
 , 
 ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 , 
  4, 7,14, 21, 28, 90, 180, 270  360 . 


















 m   –  (kg/m³), 
m m –  (kg), 
V m  –  (m³),  768·10-6 m³. 
 7  
 27. 
 
 27  
(Jevti  i Vojnovi ali , 2014) 
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
7 ,  m (kg/m³) 
2171 2139 2249 2101 2083 1611 1650 
 
28 ,  m (kg/m³) 
2138 2067 2156 2059 2065 1555 1606 
 
 28 ,  
, :  
 ,  
1 2 –  E1 
 3,3% , 2  0,8%; 
 1 2, ,  
 3,7 %  3,4%, ; 
 3 4, , 

























E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 52   
 28  
 
 
 28 ,  
1 2 :  
  0,4% -  
1,   4,2%  -  -
2; 
  24,8% -  
3,   25,5%  -  -
4 (  53). 
 
 
 4,3%, 0,3%  3,3% ,  




























E1 M1 M3 E2 M2 M4
 
 53  
 28 1 2 
 
 360   
 
) (  28,  54). 
 
 28  
 
  E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
0  2182 2055 2231 2021 2143 1598 1641 
4  2152 2034 2206 1989 2116 1581 1617 
7  2139 2028 2196 1978 2102 1564 1600 
14  2122 2018 2187 1964 2086 1545 1577 
21  2116 2015 2185 1959 2081 1540 1570 
28  2113 2013 2182 1956 2077 1535 1566 
90  2098 2002 2170 1943 2061 1519 1549 
180  2078 1982 2149 1921 2038 1498 1526 



























E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 




. ,  
 SRPS EN 1015-11 (2008)  
 4  x  4  x  16  cm   7   28  ,   







f grzs  
:  
 fzs  –  (MPa), 
l     –  (mm),  l=106,7 mm, 
Pgr  –  ( ) (N), 
     –  (mm),   = 40 mm. 
 
 173 
     
 55  : )  
, )   
 
 29  
 7  28 . 
 
 29   
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
 7 ,  fzs  (MPa) 
6,8 7,2 8,0 7,2 6,8 5,9 6,0 
 
 28 ,  fzs  (MPa) 
8,9 9,3 10,9 9,8 9,6 7,5 7,5 
 
,  
, :  
 ,  
 4,5%  22,5% 1 – ,  
2 – , ;  
 1 2  10,1%   
7,9%, ; 
 3 4  























E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 
 56   
 28  
 
 
1 2 :  
  5,4% –  
1,   11,9%  –   
2; 
  19,3% –  
3,  31,2% – -




 17,2%,  




























E1 M1 M3 E2 M2 M4
 
 57  





















E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 
 58   
 7  
  
 (  58)    
 –  7 . ,  
 – 70,8%  73,5%,  
 – 73,4%, 76,4%  77,4%,  
 – 78,7  80%.  
 
 176 




    
 59 : ) 1, )  




, , ,  
, ,  
uravljov, 1983). ,  
 SRPS EN 1015-11 (2008)  – 
,   .  
 7  28  
(C  60).  




f grp   
:  
fp   –  (MPa), 
Pgr –  ( ) (N), 




 60   
  
 
 30  
 7  28 . 
 
 30   
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
 7 , fp  (MPa) 
44,8 48,4 59,1 49,4 49,5 45,5 49,7 
 
 28 , fp  (MPa) 
61,0 63,8 73,0 67,4 66,5 53,4 59,2 
 
,  
, :  
 ,  
 4,6%  19,7% 1 – ,  
2 – ,  ;  
 1 2  10,5%   
9,0%, ; 
 3 4  12,5 %  
























E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 
 61   
 28  
 
,  
1 2 :  
  5,6% –  
1,   16,3%  –   
2; 
  8,9% –  
3,  18,9% – -
4 (  62). 
 
 
. ,  
 1,3%,  
 
 12,6%  10,9% , 
. 
 (  63)    
 –  7 . ,  
 – 73,3%  74,4%.  
 
 179 
 – 73,4%. 1 2  75,9%  81 
%,  – 83,9% 

























E1 M1 M3 E2 M2 M4
 
 62   






















E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 
 63   
 7  
 
 180 
IV.2.4.2.4   
 ( )  
.  
 SRPS B.B8.010 
(1980).  28  4 x 4 x 
16 cm . 
 105±5 º  
, .  
,   1/4  .   1  h   
,  2 h  3/4  ,  22 
h .  24 h ,  
.  24 h,  
,  mv  64).  
 
 
    
 64 :  













Uv -  (g), 
U  -  (%), 
ms   (g), 
mv -  (g). 
 
 31  
.  
 
 31   
 28  (Vojnovi ali , Jevti  i Krsti -Furundži , 2015) 
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
, m,s (kg/m³) 




2236 2119 2205 2123 2093 1631 1653 
 
, Uv (%) 
8,23 6,75 6,83 8,54 9,01 14,70 14,87 
  
,  
, :  
 ,  
 18,0%  17,0% 1 – , 2 –  
,  ;  




 3 4  78,6 



















E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 
 65   
 
 
, 1 2 
:  
  26,5% -  
1,   31,9%  -   
2; 
  117,8% - 
3,  117,7% -  
4,  
 (  66). 
 
 1,0% .  
 
 M1-M4 ,   




























E1 M1 M3 E2 M2 M4
 
 66   
1 2 
IV.2.4.2.5   
,    
.  
, , , 
.  
,  
 ( , , ) 
(Muravljov, 1983).  
 SRPS 
U.M8.002 (1997).  4 x 4 x 16 cm  28  
 
 -20±2 º  (4h) (  67)  +20±3 
 (4h).  25  




   







,  (SRPS U.M1.016, 
1992): 
 
 =  + 0,2 · n  (  4 h + 4 h) 
 
: 
 –  ( ), 
  –   ( ), 
n  – .  
 
,  
 – ,  






pp ftf                                                                                       
 
: 
fp (t) –  ( )  t ( ), 
fp      –  ( )  28 , 
t       –  ( ), 
s       – ,  s = 0,20-0,38 (  42,5R, s = 0,2).  
 
 o  
















m –  (%), 
fp,m  –  (MPa), 
fp,e  –  (MPa). 
 







, .  
 
 186 
fzs,/  fp . ,  
,  fzs,/ fp  0,1-0,3,  
 10-30%  
(Popovics, 1998).  
 
 32   
 
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
, fp,e (MPa) 
64,2 67,0 76,6 70,6 69,7 55,5 62,4 
 
, fp,m (MPa) 
52,7 53,5 64,8 57,7 56,1 47,1 53,5 
,(%) 
 82,1 79,8 84,6 81,7 80,5 84,9 85,7 
 
 fzs = b·fpn,  b 
(0,33-0,94)  n (1/2  2/3) , 
, , , , , 
 (Ahmed, Mallick & Hasan, 2014). , 
American Concrete Institute [ACI] Committee 318-02 (2002)  fzs = 
0,62·fp1/2 ),  ACI Committee 330 (1992)  fzs = 0,445·fp2/3 )  
.  
 b  
,  
 (Salem, Burdette & Jackson, 2003). , 
  fzs = 0,566· fp 2/3 (R2 = 
0,85)   
 ( 2),   fzs = 0,485· fp 2/3 (R2 = 0,67)  
 ( 3 4) (  33)54.   
 
                                               
54  R2 (  r2)  r  
(Pearson) :  (  0,2),  (0,2-0,4), 




 33   
 
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
, 
fzs = b · fp 2/3,  fzs,e  (MPa) 
9,1 9,3 10,2 9,7 9,6 8,2 8,9 
 
, fzs,m (MPa) 
9,0 8,4 8,9 8,0 7,9 6,6 6,8 
, 




  fz = 0,1469·fp - 0,1113 (R2 = 0,96) 2  fz = 0,1352· fp - 0,2962 
(R2 = 0,77) 3 4 (  34). 
 
 34   
 
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
, 
fzs = b · fp + ,  fzs,e  (MPa) 
9,3 9,7 11,1 10,3 10,1 7,2 8,1 
 
, fzs,m (MPa) 
9,0 8,4 8,9 8,0 7,9 6,6 6,8 
, 
m (%) 96,6 86,3 79,9 77,7 78,2 91,7 83,9 
 
,  fzs,/  fp  
 (  V.1.1).  
 fzs,/  fp (Price, 1951, citirano u Ghosh, 2008)  
 0,150 , 1 2, 0,145 




 35   
 
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
, 
fzs = · fp ,  fzs,e  (MPa) 
9,6 10,0 11,5 10,2 10,2 7,8 8,7 
 
, fzs,m (MPa) 
9,0 8,4 8,9 8,0 7,9 6,6 6,8 
, 
m (%) 93,5 83,6 77,5 78,4 77,4 84,6 78,2 
 
 
 75% (SRPS U.M1.016, 1992),  25 
, . 
 







SRPS.U.M1.042 (1998)  4 x 4 x 16 cm. 
, ,  
,  (  68). 
 
,  l,  
.  










 – ,  
 –  ( ) .   





V –  (km/ ), 
l –  (mm),  l = 160 mm, 





 36   28  
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
 7 , V (km/ ) 4,11 4,12 4,36 3,98 4,08 3,69 3,64 
 





  M3  M4  
,  28  10-15,3%. 
 3,5-4,5 km/  





 SRPS.U.M1.026 (1992)  
 4 x 4 x 16 cm. 
 
, ,  (  




 (  69). 
 
 







622 104 lfED  
 
: 
ED –  (MPa), 
f      –  (Hz), 
l    –  (m),  l  = 0,16 m, 
    –  (kg/m³).  
 
 37  
. 
 
 37  
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
,  
f  (Hz) 
12433 12437 12805 11968 11563 10585 10655 
 
, ED (GPa) 
33,8 32,7 36,2 30,2 28,3 17,8 18,7 
 
 C, , 
 ED,  
 (Muravljov, 2010): 
 
C =1,25 ED – 19 ( ) 
 
, 1 2 
 37) . 
, C  ED,  
 
 (Luki , Radonjanin i Malešev, 2015): 
 
 192 
C / ED = 0,6 – 0,7  
 
 0,65.  
1,  2,  3 4  
38). 
 38  
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
 
, C (GPa) 
23,2 21,9 26,2 19,6 18,4 11,6 12,1 
 
: 
  (M1  M2)   (M3 
 M4)  













 SRPS B.C8.029 (1979)  





, ,  
.  
.  72±1/2 h 
 ,  4, 7, 14, 21  28  
. ,  360 .  
 
   
   
 70 : ) , 
) , )  





 0,16 m.  
. 
 (  70). 
 39  71  
 360 . 
  
 39  
  E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
4  0,104 0,156 0,208 0,083 0,073 0,156 0,073 
7  0,188 0,219 0,291 0,208 0,208 0,302 0,208 
14  0,406 0,417 0,479 0,542 0,541 0,583 0,531 
21  0,510 0,479 0,552 0,583 0,635 0,656 0,625 
28  0,541 0,520 0,593 0,614 0,666 0,687 0,666 
90  0,760 0,667 0,740 0,791 0,885 0,948 0,916 
180  0,937 0,833 0,885 0,958 1,062 1,094 1,083 
270  0,958 0,833 0,885 0,979 1,083 1,094 1,104 
 
(mm/m) 





















E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 





 360 ) , :  
 ,  
 13,0%  7,6% 1 – , 2 –  
, ;  
 1 2  2,2%  
13,8%, ; 
 3 4  




















E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 
 72   
 360  
 
,  
1 2 :  
  17,5%  31,3% –  
1 2, 
; 
  22,4% –
3,  24,7% – -
























E1 M1 M3 E2 M2 M4
 
 73  
 360 1 2 
 
 1,0% 2 2  1,1%  




1 4,  
. : 
 ; 







IV.2.4.1. ,  
 
 197 
.   28   






, . ,  
,  













 (  IV.2.4.1.1).  
 
 -  
 (  74 ), .  
, .  
 3 
x 11 mm, .  
 –  




 (Muravljov, 1983).  28  
 – 7  21  
. 
 
, .  
 
     
 74  :  
) ,  
)   
IV.2.5.1  Pull-off 
 ( )  
. : 
,  (  
), ,  ( ), 
. (Muravljov, 2007).  
 
 SRPS EN 1015-12 (2008).  
 30 x 30 x 4 cm (  75).  
 
 199 
 – 1 4.  
  
 ,  
,  




 10±1 mm.  28 ,  
 5  (  
76). ,  SRPS EN 1015-12 (2008)  3 
.  
 
   
 75  
: ) , )   
 
.   
,  




 76   
  
 
    
 77 : ) ,  
) , )   Pull-off  
 
,  (  78):  
  –  ( )  
,  
; 
  –  ,   
,  
; 






 78  : ) , ) , 
) , )   
(Szemerey-Kiss, 2012) 
 











fat    –  (MPa), 
Pgr –   ( ) (N), 
Aat –  (mm2). 
 
 40   79. 
 0,5 MPa, , 
 






 40  Pull-off 
      
(%) 
   
 fat (MPa) 
1  55a+45  2,17  
  20a+80  2,97  
  90a+10  4,19  
  50a+50  2,98 3,08 
2  95a+5  1,79  
  30a+50  +20  2,79  
  95a+5  3,27  
  50a+50  3,37 2,80 
3  30a+60  2,32  
  5a+95  3,00  
  70a+30  3,66  
  20a+30  +50  3,61 3,15 
4  70a+30  1,91  
  5a+65  +30  3,48  
  100  3,99  









































     
     
 80 : 
) , ) , 




 0,5 MPa;  
 ,  
 -  (  80);  
 
 204 
 2,  
; 
 1 2  




 29,3-82,2 %,  
. 
IV.2.5.2   –  
 Pull-off 
 
. ,  
,  






, .  
 10 x 30 x 1cm,  
 (  81),  





        
 81  
: )  , )  , 
)   
 
   
 
     
 82  Pull-off:  
) , )  
, ) )   
 
 206 
 28 ,  
 5 mm  ( ),  
.  
,  
 25 .  
,  4 h  
 -20±2  º  4  h   +20±3  º .   10  
,  
.  25 ,  
 (  3)  51±1 mm  
 (  82).  




 41  83  
.. : 
  
 0,5 MPa;  
 ,  
 –  (  84); 

























1  50a+50  2,55 117 
  30a+70  3,35 113 
  100  4,30 103 
  45a+50 +5  4,08 137 
2  85a+15  1,84 103 
  30a+70  3,78 135 
  95a+5  3,40 104 
  55a+30 +15  4,68 139 
3  5a+95  2,63 113 
  5a+95  3,82 127 
  100  4,52 124 
  25a+75  4,67 129 
4  20a+80  3,41 178 
  5a+90 +5  4,58 132 
  100  4,50 113 















































    
   
 84 : ) ,  
) ,  ) , )   
IV.2.5.3   
. 
 10 x 10 x 1 cm  
1 3.  








    
 85 : ) , ) 
  
 




 Airtec Stone  Alsecco (German 
Institute for Construction Engineering, 2008).  
,   
 (  87).  2 




 87  
 
   
      
 88 : 






 (  88 ). , 
 (three 









 fzs  –  (modulus of rupture [ R]) (MPa), 
l     –  ( m),   l=550 m, 
F    –  ( ) (kN), 
b     –  (cm),  b = 4 cm, 
d     –  (cm),  d = 4 cm. 
 
 42  
.  89  
 (  M1).  
 5.  
 
 
 42  fzs  M1  M3 
 M1 M3 
  F (N) 718,3 553,3 









 M1 (9,8  )   M3 (7,5 ) -  
 
; 
 1  30,4% 3. 
 
 
 (  6). 
IV.2.5.4   
 
,  
ASTM C1354/C1354M-09 (2009).  
 10,0 x 20,0 x 2,5 cm  
.  
 3 mm .  
 2,5 cm  3 x 
11 mm.  - 
 
 213 
7  21  
 90).  
 
    
     
 90 : ) , )  





.  16 
mm ,  
,  













 (  93). 
 
 91  
 
 




   





 43  
 M1 M3 
  F (kN) 2,85 1,64 
  F (kN/m) 14,2 8,2 
 
   
 94 : ) 1 ,  





 ,  
 (Lammert & Hoigard, 
2007; Yu & Chan, 2001) (  94); 
  
 –   42,5 %. 
 
 
 (  6). 
IV.2.5.5   
 10 x 60 cm,  
,  
.  44. 
 
 44  
 M1 M3 
, mu (g) 4607,4 3874,8 
 60x60 cm, mp (kg/m²) 76,8 64,6 
 
: 
 3  15,9% 1. 
IV.2.5.6   
 10 x 60 
cm,  




 ASTM C67-14 
(2014) .  
 ( 1 3)  
,   15  mm  .   
 5 mm.  
 ( 1 3)  .   7  ,  
 110-115 º  
 95).  
 
   
 95 : 
) , )  – 
 ( ) 
 
: 
 .   
IV.2.6  
,  




10 x 10 x 1 cm 1 – ,  
3 – . 
 
 (  96).   
 – ,  
.   
 
 
     





 97  98  
. ,  






 97   
 
     
 
     
 98   
 TABAŠ: a) 1, ) 3, 












, ,  
,  
.  
55  (McEvoy, 2014): 
    




. ,  
 
, .  
56. 
                                               
55   
 
.  
 (Božilovi , 1998). 
 
56 ,  
.  
, . 
, ,  50-







 (McEvoy, 2014; Staib et al., 2008).   
,  
 
 (Berge, 2009; Philipson, 2003).  
 
,  
 ( ) . 
,  
 (Zgonik, 1979): 
  -  
  
   
  –  
  –  

















, ,  
.  









, , . 
,  
, , 
 (Krastav evi , 1996).  
 
, , ,  
 - .  
,  
,  


















.   
, , ,  
:  
  ( , , 
), 
  (  





  (  1 ), 
  (  24 h), 







  ( ),  









 ,  
,  (Svec & Jeffers, 
1972), 
  
 - AirtecStone (Alsecco), 
 , ,  
 







, .  
 
 (Magajne, 1979), 
: 











  – ,  
 
      
  
 ,  
 ( ). 
 
 
, ,  
 (Krsti , 2003). .  
 





   
 .  
: 
  









  „ “  










,    
,   .  




),  ( ).  





     
     
 99 )  (Abaco), )  A  











 101  A  (Abaco) 
 
,  .  
. 
IV.3.3  




IV.3.3.1   
 
 ( or evi , 1990): 









.  TABAŠ 
 3mm,  
 2 cm 
 3 cm) (  102).  
 
 
 102   
  (Tabaš) 
 
Tabaš  L 
 ( ).  
,   
.  
, ,  
).  1,5 m.  L , 
 6 m,  
. ,  d=3 cm,  
 100 cm. ,  
 
 230 
, .  
 (  103).  
 
 103  (Tabaš) 
 
 231 




.  (  
),  
,  
 (Žegarac i dr., 1995).  
,  
.  
. ,  
 (  – , 2015). 
IV.3.3.2   
 
 (Tabaš),  ( )  




 (Tabaš).  ,  
,  
 (Pankratov, 1971). 
IV.3.4    
, ,  
 (StonePly).  
 (Vušovi , 








.  , 
.  
, ,  




  (Maksimovi , 2006; Bilbija i Matovi , 2009). 
,  
 - .  










, , , , . 
, ,  





, ,  
  (Bilbija i Matovi , 
2009).  
 5 .  






 ( , , ).  
,  „ “  
“  (Vušovi  i dr., 2009).  
, ,  
. ,  
,  
 (Crnkovi  i 
Šari , 2012).   
.  „ “  
 (Crnkovi  i 
Šari , 2012).  
.  
,  (Ashurst, 2006; Bilbija i 
Matovi , 2009; Honeyborne, Ashurst Price & Ross, 2006). 
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 (  45): 
  
   
    
 
 45    
 











 (  46): 
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 (  48): 
   
   
 









 (  49): 
  
  ( ) 












 (  50): 
  
  















 (Bilbija i 




 –  
 (  ),  






 ( ) . 
 ( )  
,  ( )  ( ) . 
,  (  
104). , , 
 
. ,  
.  
 (  
, ).  




  (Bilbija i Matovi , 2009; Crnkovi  i Šari , 2012). 
 
 
 104   
 
 










 II.3.  
 (  
II.3.1), ,  
 
 ( ).  
,  .  
   -  
 3,0 /kg,  0,5 /kg  (Berge, 
2009). .  
,  ( )  
,  
,  
. ,  
,  
 (Berge, 2009). ,  
,  




 ( )  
.  
, , .  
,  
. ,  





. ,  
. ,  
,  
,  ( )  
. ,  
) .  
, ,  
.  
 
. ,  
. 
 
, , , .).   
,  
, 
, .  
)  – 
.  
 (  II.3.2)  
.   
: , 
, ,  
, , 
 ( ), , . 
 (Kim & 
Rigdon, 1998b).  
 






IV.6   
 
 




 ( ) . , 
,  
.  
,    







   
. ,  
, , 





: , . ,  






. ,  
,  
. (Smith, 2010). 
 










, ,  je 
  (Smith, 2010). 
,  
 ( or evi , 1990): 
  (  10%)  
 ( ) 
  
  ( ) . 
 
 ( or evi , 1990).  
,  ( , 
, ) ,  









, ,  
.  
 









, ,  




 ( ,  
).  ( -
) . 
 
. ,  
 
.  ( )  




   
.  
 
. , 1 2,  
 
,  0,5  0,4  
1 2.  (0,1%)  
 (Jevti  i Zaki , 2006).  





(Zaki , 2010).  
 28 ,  
,  
 
 2067-2156 kg/m³ 
 0,8-3,3%). ,  
 (4,6-19,7%)  (4,5-
22,5%) 1 2  63,8  73,0 ,  
9,3  10,9 , . ,  








 (Vojnovi ali  i dr., 2015).  
 (  360  7,6-
 
 245 
13,0%)  0,985 mm/m  0,833  0,885 1 2, . 
, 
 
 III.5.1  III.5.4. 
1 2  
 
.  32,7-36,2 GPa, a  









1 2  0,43-0,45,  
3 4  0,52-0,54. 
 
. 
 (0/2 mm)  
 (2/4 mm) 1 2  28  
 (0,4-4,2%),  2059 kg/m³ 
 2065 kg/m³ , a 1 2. 
1 2  
 (  5,4-11,9%)  9,8  9,6  
,  (  5,6-8,9%)  
 67,4  66,6 .  
 (26,5-31,9%)  8,5-9,0 %  




28,3  GPa,   19,6-
18,4 GPa.  
 III.5.2.2.  
3 4  28  
 (  24,8-
25,5%)  1555 kg/m³  1606 kg/m³ ,  
 16,3-18,9%)  53,4  59,2 ,  (  19,3-
31,2%)  7,5 .  (117,7-117,8%)   
 14,7-14,9 %  360  (24,7-
31,3%)  1,094-1,104 mm/m.  
 17,8-18,7 GPa,  






 (0-3-4,3%),  (1,0%)   
 (1,0-1,1%).  
 -  7  28 ,  
3 4 (82,5-83,9 %), 1 2 (75,9-
81,0 %), 1 2 (73,3-74,4 %)  
(73,4 %). .  
3 4  (78,7-80,0 %),  
, 1 2 (73,4-77,4 %), 1 2 (70,8-
73,5 %). 
 (  105)  
.  51  
  fzs/f .    




y = 0,1296x + 0,9926
R2 = 1
y = 0,1536x - 0,5322
R2 = 0,9445
y = 0,1543x - 0,6307
R2 = 0,9881
















E E1/E2 M1/M2 M3/M4
Linear (E) Linear (E1/E2) Linear (M1/M2) Linear (M3/M4)
 
 105  7  28  
 
 51   
 E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4 
fzs/f  7   0,152 0,149 0,135 0,146 0,137 0,130 0,121 
















E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 
 106  7  28   
 
 (  106)  


























































E E1 E2 M1 M2 M3 M4
 
  
 107 : )  
28  ,  )   28  ,  )  
 28  





 (  107)  
 ( ) 3 4, , 
,  
. 1  –  
,  
.   
,  
 
1 4.  1,79-
4,19 ,  0,5 MPa (German Institute 
for Construction Engineering, 2013),    
. 1 2  
 2,3-18,2 %.  
 0,3-108,9 %.  
 
.  
 29,3-82,2 %  
.  
 
,  (  III.5.1  III.5.4).  
 25 ,  
- , .  
 
.  – 1  
 (0/2mm)  (2/4mm) 3  
 (0/4mm).  
, . 




  9,0  ,   30,4  %  3  
 
 250 
 6,9  .  1  
 28,5 ,  42,5 % 3  
 16,4  .  ,  3  
 64,6  15,9 %  76,8 3. 
. 
V.1.2  
 52  
1 3, ,  
,  ,  
. ,  
,  
.  
AirtecStone  Alsecco,  – 
. 
,  (1555 kg/m3 
 2059 kg/m3)  (1580-2420 kg/m3)  
 (1760-2710 kg/m3).  (35 
mm)   , . 
 64,58-76,79 kg/m²,  
50-110 kg/m².  (6-25 mm),  
 15-30 kg/m².  
 (8,5-14,7%)  
 (  0,5%).  Eternit Standards  (Eternit) 
 14%,  
.  AirtecStone,  
,  30%. ,  
, 




 9,0  6,9 .  AirtecStone,  
,  > 4,5 . 
,  SRPS EN 12467 (2014)  ASTM 
C1186-08 (2012)    4 
57.  
 25 ,  
,  
. ,  
,   
.  B  D58  SRPS 
EN 12467 (2014)  - 75%  25 
.  
, 
 1,79 – 4,19 .  AirtecStone   
 0,5 ,  0,7 .  
 Stone Ply  2,3  
. ,  
,  
 100%.     
(Zaki , 2001a).  
 
 25 ,  2,55 – 
4,30 , .  
 Stone Ply  130   
 (20-60 ºC)  1,87 . 
 
.  
                                               
57    5%. 
 
58  B – ,  
,  
;  D –  (SRPS EN 12467, 2014). 
 
 252 
R3  R459 (  SRPS EN 1504, 2010)  
 (SRPS EN 1542, 2010)  
 (SRPS EN 12617-4, 2010)  
 1,5  2,0 , .  
2 4  1,5-
2,0 ,  2,0 .  
 
2  1,5-2,0 ,  




,  67,4  ( 1)  
53,4  ( 3).  SRPS B.B3.200 (1994),  
,  SV-1 –  10 m,  
< 140 .  ASTM C568/C568M-10 (2010) ,   
 28  55 , . 
 (SRPS EN 
12190, 2010)  R4  45 .  
 
.  
 (SRPS EN 13412, 2010)  
 R3  R4  20 G  15 G ,  
 (R1  R2) .  
,  
 15-20 G ,  
                                               
59  (SRPS EN 1504, 2010): 
  R4- ,  
;  
  R3 – ,  
;  
  R2 – ,  
, ;  




 < 15 G .  
 7-16 G .  
 
 –  
,  :   
 100 mm – 2,86 kN (Yu & Chan, 2001), a  102 mm – 2,39 kN  (Lammert 
& Hoigard, 2007),  ASTM C1354/C1354M-
09 (2009).  – 
, .  
 1,65 kN ( 3)  2,85 kN ( 1).  






 –  ,   







 52  
 
     
. 


















SRPS.B.B3.200  -  
SV 1/2/3* 
[ASTM C568 - 
/ 
  
 ASTM C615] 
Alsecco 














2059 ( )  
1956 ( ) 
: 
1555 ( ) 















640-800 / 2000-2420 
1700-1900 
 
[ (1580-1900)  
/ 
 
d (mm) 35 35 20-40 20-40 10-60 
25 – 29 
: 15 < 38 8-13 [ 6-20 ] [3,5-25] 
   
m (kg/m²) 76,79 64,58 
54,20 (20mm) 
94,85 (35mm) 












































13,61 ( ) 
 
[13,28 ( )] 
15,71 ( )  
 
[8,40 ( )] 




 10,34   





















 A  B 
 4, 
 C  D 
 4 ** 
 
 A  
 4, 
  B  
















[13,11 (  1,3 %) 
12 ;  
 
12,84 (  3,3 %) 
56  ] 
/ / / 13,76 100 . EN 12467 




A – 100 , 
B  D –  
25 , 
 75% )  
 
 B –  
50 , 
 80% ] 
 
 









135 ( ) 
170 ( ) 
 













f ,m (MPa), 





















/ / / / / 
 
 255 
  52 
 
 
fat  (MPa) 1,79 - 3,48 
 
2,98 – 4,19 
 / / / 
 0,5 , 











fat,m  (MPa) 
1,84 – 4,58 
(103 - 137%), 
, 
25    
3,40 – 5,15 
(113 – 129 %), 
, 
25    




130   
 
 20-60ºC 















* SV-1 –  30 m ; 
 SV-2 –  10-30 m ; 
 SV-3 –  10 m  (SRPS EN B.B8.200, 1994). 
 
**  – , ; 
  B –   , , ; 
  C – , ; 
  D –  (SRPS EN 12467, 2014). 
 
***   A – , , ; 
  B - , ,  (ASTM C1186-08, 2012). 
 
****   (Alsecco). 
 
***** , ,  100%.  




















,   












































.   
 
 SRPS 
B.B3.200 (1994).  













, .  
.  
, , , 
, ,  
.  
,  








 – ,  
.  










 7  – 3 
 4 ,  
-
.  
, .  




 1%. , 
, ,  
.  
,  






















.  – ,  
,  AirtecStone 
 Alseccco.  
.  
 
.   
 











 ,  .  , ,  
 . 
   
.  







































 (   1 cm)  





 (  
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(Bilbija i Matovi , 2009, str. 25) 
 
  0 (g/cm³) 
  < 1,0 
  1,0-1,5 
  1,5-2,5 
  2,5-3,0 




(Bilbija i Matovi , 2009, str. 33) 
 
 u (%) 





 > 20 
 
 
  (SRPS B.B8.015) 
(Bilbija i Matovi , 2009, str. 45) 
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(Mari , 1951, str. 86) 
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-   100 # # # 140 120 # 160 140 # 
-  - - - - - - - - - - 
-  
B.B8.012 
- - - - - - - - - - 
 ( ) B.B8.017 12 8 6 # 18 12 8 18 12 8 
 
  (cm³/50cm²) B.B8.015 14 25 35 # 12 14 18 # # # 
 (kg/ m³):           
-   # # # # # # # # # # 
-  
B.B8.032 
# # # # # # # # # # 
 (%) B.B8.032 # # # # 5 7 # 5 # # 
 (%) B.B8.010 1 3 # # 1 2 3 1 2 # 
 B.B8.013 - - - - + + + + + + 
  B.B8.001 - - - - + + + + + + 
  
Na2SO4  %) 
B.B8.002 - - - - <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 
 (mm/m)  - - - - + + + + + + 
 
#            ,  
-              
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 3   
 
  , 2012) 
 
 SRPS    
 ( ): 
-   126 




 ( ) B.B8.017 8,4 
 
(cm³/50cm²) B.B8.015 8,9 
 (kg/ m³): 




 (%) B.B8.032 1,1 
 (%) B.B8.010 0,53 





  (%): 
, Cl- 0,007 
, S2-  










  (Geo Consulting, 2012) 
 
 SRPS    
 ( ) EN 12372 13,28 
 
 (kg/ m³) EN 1936   2672 
 (%) EN 1936 1,27 
 (%) EN 13755 0,414 
 (MPa) 
  
 12  13,11 
  
 56  
EN 12371  
EN 12372 
12,84 
    
 m (%) EN 14066 -0,02 
 
 (g/m2 x s0,5) EN 1925 0,30 
 ( ) EN 14231 58 
 
 (N) EN 13364 1350 




 4   
 
 




 5  :  
 
 








 6   
 
 (  60 x 60 cm)  
 (Tabaš)  EN 1991-1-4 Evrokod 1: Dejstva 
na konstrukcije, deo 1-4: Dejstva vetra,  





Vb,0 = 20,7 m/s    
     ) 
 
:  
cdir = 1,0       4.2(2) ,  2  
 
:  
cseason = 1,0       4.2(2) ,  3 
 









 = 1,25 kg/m3       4.5(1),  2 
 
: 






kl = 1,0       4.4(1) 
 
: 
c0 = 1,0       4.3.3 
 
: 





z = 50m 
 
:  
z0 = 1,0  m       4.1 
 
: 
zmin =  10 m       4.1 
 
: 
zmax = 200 m       4.3.2(1) 
 
lv(z) = kl  / (c0(z)*ln(z/z0))  zmin <z < zmax     4.4(1) 
 




 II :  
z0,II = 0,05 m         4.1 
 
: 
kr = 0,19 * (z0/z0,II)0,07= 0,2343   
 
: 
cr(z) = kr * ln(z/z0)    zmin  z  zmax       4.3.2  
 
cr(z) = kr * ln(z/z0) = 0,9166 
 








cpi = +0,2  cpi = - 0,3     7.2.9(6),  2 
 
Koeficijent neto pritiska cp,net 
 
cp,net = cpe - cpi = - 1,4 - 0,2 = - 1,6  ( )   
 






w = qp*cp,net =   0,629 kN/m2 * (- 1,6) = - 1,006 kN/m2    ( ) 
 
w = qp*cp,net =   0,629 kN/m2 * 1,3 = 0,8177 kN/m2    ) 
 
 60 x 60 cm 
 
Fp = w* =  - 1,006 kN/m2 * 0,36 m2 = -0,3621 kN    ) 
 
Fp = w* =  0,8177 kN/m2 * 0,36 m2 = 0,2944 kN    ) 
 
 60 cm 
 
Fz = Fp / (2*L) = (-0,3621 kN) / (2*0,6 m) = 0,3017 kN m  ) 
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